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Founded in 1980, Cook's Illustrated (formerly Cook's Magazine) has emerged as "America's
Test Kitchen," renowned for its near-obsessive dedication to finding the best methods of
American home cooking. Over the years, we've tested 80 recipes for chocolate chip cookies,
more than 70 recipes for gumbo, 40 versions of the peanut butter cookie, and more than 20
versions of such simple recipes as coleslaw, roast chicken, and hash brown potatoes. The Best
Recipe is a collection of the editors' picks from the pages of Cook's Illustrated. The recipes have
been edited, organized, and annotated with in-depth descriptions of how we developed the
"best" recipe. And they appear alongside dozens of equipment ratings and taste tests of
supermarket foods, as well as more than 200 illustrations demonstrating the most efficient food
preparation methods.In The Best Recipe, we invite you into our test kitchen, where you will
stand at our elbow as we try to develop the best macaroni and cheese or the best split pea soup.
You'll discover how to make a foolproof yellow cake, a perfectly cooked prime rib roast, and
homemade bread in under two hours. You'll find out how to solve the problem of watery
coleslaw, overcooked turkey breast, acidic salad dressing, dull tomato sauce, sticky white rice,
dry turkey burgers, tough scrambled eggs, and sunken birthday cakes. You will also find the
secret to bakery-style high-rise muffins and the way to make that restaurant favorite, warm, fallen
chocolate cake, at home, with only a few minutes of preparation.The Best Recipe also gives you
useful tips on purchasing cookware (based on extensive test kitchen evaluations), including pie
plates, food processors, standing mixers, chef's knives, skillets, vegetable peelers, and Dutch
ovens. We also explain the science of cooking (how to cream butter and why, how baking
powder works, the difference between semisweet and bittersweet chocolate) and offer tips on
purchasing canned chicken stock, canned tomatoes, flour, butter, and dried pasta.The editors of
Cook's Illustrated have performed thousands of hours of kitchen testing to bring you a cookbook
that not only provides the best recipes but also tells you how they came to be that way. Let The
Best Recipe become your one-stop cooking school and your favorite kitchen reference.

"Consider this a companion to 'The Joy of Cooking,' with recipes that run from the basic to
creatively unusual. Sidebars on storage and equipment, step-by-step illustrations on more
difficult techniques and taste-test results done in the Cook's Illustrated kitchen--it's all here. The
information is exact and even scientific, but reader-friendly. For those who want good recipes
that work and also want to expand their knowledge of how and why things work, this is a
fascinating book. (The Black and White Chocolate Chip Cookies with Pecans tested in The
Times kitchen may actually be the best chocolate-chip cookies ever.)" -- The Seattle Times,
December 8, 1999"The folks at Cook's Illustrated magazine have compiled a fine collection of
recipes that have been tested not once, not twice, but many more times, to find the absolutely



best version....This is a great choice for cooks who want to know the 'whys' of cooking: why you
should roast beef at a low temperature, why you should use high heat for eggs, and so forth." --
The New York Daily News, December 8, 1999"This gastronomic classic belongs on every
serious cook's shelf." -- The Christian Science Monitor, December 8, 1999"This is the
perfectionist's 'Joy of Cooking.'" -- The Amherst Bulletin, November 26, 1999"[T]he more than
700 recipes compiled within The Best Recipe represent a range of culinary strains from a
Southern Baked Country Ham to Italian Shrimp Scampi to a Middle Eastern Tabbouleh and
French inspired Chilled Lemon Souffle. You'll find basic staples as well as more esoteric ones,
dishes that regardless of their pedigree represent how we eat today or better yet the foods we
crave these days. The Best Recipe is without question one of the best cookery books published
this year and is the book I'll be giving to my foodie friends this holiday season." -- The Houston
Chronicle, November 2, 1999
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Nilla, “Love this book!. I purchased The Best Recipe for my husband for Christmas. I recently
had become a subscriber to Cooks Illustrated which is from what this book is based. I was
hooked from the moment I started to read the magazine. So of course I HAD to get the
cookbook. I was not disappointed. I find this book so darn interesting that I actually curl up on
the couch with it to read it like a novel! I love how it explains every single step of the recipe
process and all of the experimenting they do. It gives a whole story on how they came to find
this "Perfect Recipe" for this one dish. They go through how they experiment with temperature,
ingredients, pans, baking/cooking time, mixing methods, brand names, placement in the oven,
in what order ingredients are added and how...every little tiny detail that you can imagine can
have a huge effect on the outcome of your dish. Gosh it's interesting! The recipes are classic
and cover a great variety of subjects in detail. It's a huge book. Last week I made the blueberry
muffins and I must say that I was impressed. I've made MANY blueberry muffins but none
LOOKED as pretty and TASTED just as good. They looked like they belong in a bakery window.
If you own just one cookbook then I would say that this one should be it. It's a must have! If you
are into cookbooks with lots of glossy pictures then this is not for you as there aren't any photos.
But you will be missing out on an awesome quality cookbook. I would say that it's not just for
experienced cooks - there are many very basic recipes in it as well. A beginner could learn so
much from reading this.”

Tim Himes, “Don't stir the risotto?. The Best Recipe offers new insights to common dishes. The
emphasis is on technique as much as ingredients. Ever wondered how to get crispy skin on your
roast chicken? Rub the skin once with butter and never, ever baste. How do you make the
ultimate Bolognese sauce? Two reductions of milk and wine followed by long, slow cooking.
How do you get extra-tender ribs? Wrap them in tin-foil and let them rest in a paper bag for a full
hour after cooking.This practical guide to cooking tries to debunk common myths and reduce
work in the kitchen, and usually succeeds. The recipes are simple where they can be and
complex only where they need to be. The recipe for risotto is pure heresy: add most of the liquid
at once, and stir only a little at the end. I've tried the traditional method (a little liquid at a time,
constant stirring) and The Best Recipe method, and there's not much difference. Still, I enjoy
stirring my risottos and think they're just a little creamier because of the extra effort.But the point
of this book isn't to make cooking easier. The only shortcuts offered are those that don't reduce
the quality of the final product. The recipe for chili asks you to roast your own chilies and grind
your own chili powder. Why? Chili made with homemade chili powder is "fuller and warmer" than
chili made with commercial chili powder.The recipes here are standard classics. You won't find
esoteric dishes or beautiful photos showing off elaborate presentations. What you will find is an
instruction manual for making better food. If you enjoy cooking but sometimes find yourself
wondering why you're endlessly stirring the risotto, get this book.”



Jane Brandt, “Best cookbook ever for yourself also perfect gift!. I am a cookbook junkie! I got this
cookbook as a gift from my daughter 15 years ago & it's the best cookbook I have ever found! It
is the only one I use with very few exceptions. The recipes are foolproof if you follow them. The
recipe for spaghetti & meatballs is to die for! Every single thing I make is perfect. This is a must
for anyone that likes to cook & the perfect gift for a bridal shower/wedding gift. Perfect gift for
anyone that likes to cook period! All of the America's Test kitchen cookbooks are fabulous & I
have a lot of them but this is my favorite hands down!”

Dr. Barry D. Abrahamson, “This book was delivered to me in pristine condition. I don’t think it was
ever opened.. The book has many wonderful recipes. I look forward to using it.”

Tiffany E. Taylor, “As Close to a Perfect Cookbook As It Gets. I read cookbooks like others might
read novels - I have about 200 in my collection at the moment - and I love to cook; I'm always
looking for new recipes to try or ways to make old favorites even better. The Best Recipe is now
sharing the top spot ranking in my cookbook library, along with Ronni Lundy's Butter Beans to
Blackberries. Everything I've made has been absolutely wonderful (with the exception of the
apple pie, which was good, but not outstanding). I can see where this book would also be a very
useful tool for people who don't cook a lot or hate to cook, since the explanations and detailed
instructions take a lot of the pain and guesswork out of it.One more note: a reviewer on here
complained that many traditional favorites were no longer "traditional" once Cook's Illustrated
put them through their testing and revision process. While I respect that opinion, I personally
feel that "traditional" doesn't always mean "better." Certainly, lasagna is "traditionally" made with
ricotta cheese, but if the lack of it improves the flavor and the texture of the dish, why would you
stick with an old recipe that is clearly not as good just for the sake of tradition?As usual, cooking
is a matter of personal preference - no one is ever going to agree with others 100% of the time
on what is the best dish - but I must say The Best Recipe comes the closest to almost any
cookbook I've ever seen to getting people to agree on it.”

The book by Patti Paige has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 350 people have provided feedback.
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